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We’re pleased to announce some fantastic improvements being made to the Sheraton cabinet specification, along with a range of new kitchens, paint colours, units, handles, worktops, sinks and taps to be launched in June.

The new cabinet specification is the result of unprecedented, multi-million pound investment in Omega PLC’s plant and machinery and will ensure Sheraton Kitchens provide you with the highest quality cabinets and one of the widest choice of doors available.

This summer will also see the launch of a new oak colour – Sand Oak – this will be supported with three new doors and a cabinet colour, perfect for a colour co-ordinated look, or alternatively for combining with the range of painted kitchens available in Sheraton.

The Sheraton painted colour palette is also seeing an increase to 15 colours, with four new colours added – Limestone, Sandstone, Oxford Blue and Anthracite. A new painted door style, Manor House Painted Shaker, is being introduced too, taking the total number of painted kitchens to over 160.

With a new, thinner range of worktops, 11 new handles and new sink and tap additions, there’s plenty to talk about, starting with those cabinet specification improvements.
New & improved Sheraton cabinet specification

NEW CABINET
The cabinet is the foundation of every Sheraton Kitchen, and we’ve been working extensively to improve the specification and quality of our units. These improvements include a new drawer box option (free of charge), better quality edging, new soft-close hinges and drilled-in shelf pegs. These improvements apply to Sheraton orders received from 11am Friday 24 June. Please see below for further information.

NEW DRAWER BOX
GRASS drawers are considered to be one of the highest quality drawer boxes available, and in addition to the current Nova Pro aluminium-effect drawer box, we’re pleased to announce the introduction of the new Grass Scala Stone drawer system. This modern, slim drawer box has square profiled sides and won the 2016 German Design Council award for excellent product design. More information about the Scala drawer box can be found on page 6.

Please note that from 11am on Friday 24 June, the Scala drawer will become the new default drawer box. The current Nova Pro drawer will still be available from this date. However, you’ll need to specify on your order the box you require, otherwise you’ll receive the Scala drawer as standard.
The new, improved cabinet specification will be supplied on all orders received from **11am Friday 24 June 2016**.

**NEW SHELF SUPPORTS**
The new cabinet specification will also see new drilled-in shelf pegs. These discrete, all metal, anti-slide pegs feature a hidden pin in the two front pegs drilled into the underside of the cabinet, whilst shelves remain fully adjustable. This maintains the anti-slide safety feature without the need for visible plastic front clips. All shelves will continue to be supplied factory-fitted and retained in place during transport with four plastic shelf retainers that can be removed after installation.

**NEW HINGES**
To complement our Grass drawers, we’ll be introducing the new Grass ’Tiamos’ soft-close hinge. This improved hinge, with a modern, square design, has a superior soft-close action, sleek, linear aesthetics and inline plates resulting in no visible screws.

- 120 degree opening on standard units (most hinges are either 107 or 110 degree)
- All Grass ’Tiamos’ hinges supplied on Sheraton units have the damper concealed neatly into the arm
- Doors will always close from 30 degrees (unlike our competitors)
- No bounce-back when closing (this is experienced on competitor hinges)
- Only a very small opening force required
- Easily clips on and off the plate
- Damper action has three settings per hinge, providing five possible settings per door
- Damping action is unaffected by both room temperature and drilling dimensions
- The 165 degree hinge is finger-safe ensuring children are unable to put their fingers into the linkages

**NEW EDGING**
Our multi-million pound investment in new machinery gives us the capability to produce a much higher specification of edging, with all Sheraton cabinets and front edges to feature 1.3mm ABS edging (including the front rail on base units). This provides a softer radius with no sharp edges and gives improved durability to resist knocks, etc. Edging is applied with PU glue for improved moisture resistance, with white glue used on light colours to reduce a visible glue line.

**NEW CABINET COLOUR**
A new, contemporary oak cabinet – Sand Oak – will also be available, taking the total number of cabinet colours to ten. This is a perfect accompaniment to three new Sand Oak doors (see pages 9-11 for details) and is also a great colour to use with the range of Sheraton Kitchens.
Drawer box options

From 11am Friday 24 June 2016, Sheraton units can be ordered with a choice of drawer options.

**GRASS SCALA STONE DRAWERS**
Supplied as standard on new orders received from 11am Friday 24 June 2016.

**GRASS NOVA PRO ALUMINIUM EFFECT DRAWERS**
(supplied as a free of charge option)
Please ensure you specify ‘Aluminium drawers’ on your order if you require Nova Pro drawers (otherwise Scala drawers will be supplied).

**LUXURY SOLID OAK DRAWERS**
(supplied as a chargeable upgrade)
Please specify ‘Oak drawers’ on your order. Prices for units supplied with oak drawers are shown in brackets in the Sheraton Product Directory.

**GRASS SCALA STONE**
(with square side profile)

**GRASS NOVA PRO ALUMINIUM**
(with curved side profile)

**LUXURY OAK DRAWER**
(with dovetail joints)

---

**SMOKED GLASS AND CRYSTAL GLASS PAN DRAWER SIDE OPTIONS**

Both Scala Stone and Nova Pro Aluminium pan drawers are available with either railings (supplied as standard) or Smoked (Scala Stone) or Crystal (Nova Pro) glass sides.

These glass sides are supplied as a free of charge option. Please specify ‘Smoked Glass’ for Scala drawers or ‘Crystal Glass’ for Nova Pro drawers when placing your order.
NEW PAINT COLOURS

Following consumer research and continual monitoring of colour trends, we're pleased to announce the launch of four new colours - available to order from 27 June 2016. Limestone, Sandstone, Oxford Blue and Anthracite will be available in all painted door styles and are shown on new photography featured in the new Sheraton brochure.

The **colour** palette

These new colour additions, along with the launch of a new painted door style (please see page 8), brings the total number of painted options available to 15, providing you with a versatile range of colours available across 11 door styles.
Manor House
Painted Shaker

Sandstone & Anthracite

Price Group: 5

Description: A solid ash framed painted timber shaker door with inner-beading. Available in 15 colours. Please see page 7 for colour options.

Recommended Cabinet Colour:
- Platinum White
- Matt Ivory
- Lissa Oak
- Sand Oak
Price Group: 4
Description: A 20mm thick door with solid oak frame and veneered centre panel in Sand Oak. This door can be combined with Painted Wood Shaker.
Recommended Cabinet Colour:

Sand Oak
Sand Oak
Shaker

Price Group: I

Description: An 18mm thick, five piece shaker door, wrapped in Sand Oak foil. This door can be mixed with Shaker Painted.

Recommended Cabinet Colour:
Sand Oak
Woodgrain
Sand Oak

Price Group:  0

Description: An 18mm thick, MFC slab door in Sand Oak. This door can be mixed with Crystal, Cube & Embossed ranges, or with Setosa Painted.

Recommended Cabinet Colour: Sand Oak
New designer
friendly units

NEW PAN DRAWER UNIT
This unit is to be used in conjunction with hobs and 22mm worktops (see page 16) and includes a shallower top drawer and a heat shield. Please see the Sheraton Product Directory for more details.

NEW PANTRY UNITS WITH DRAWERS
A number of new larder unit configurations will be available which include drawers, allowing you to combine the functionality of both a pantry and a pan drawer in the same unit. Please see section 4 of the Sheraton Product Directory for full details.

NEW LARDER & PANTRY UNITS WITH WIREWORK
Larder and pantry units will also be available with the Kessebohmer Convoy Premio and Tandem Solo pull-out storage solutions. These luxury units are a great way of maximising the space and keeping dry food and large items stored neatly away. Please see section 4 of the Sheraton Product Directory for more information.

We are also pleased to announce that from 27 June 2016, both existing and new larder/pantry units with Kessebohmer wirework will be supplied with a new, soft open damper at no additional cost.
A range of new, designer friendly units will be available to order from **27 June 2016.**

**NEW CORNER LARDER UNITS**
A range of new corner larder units will be launched in June, with options available for both larder-to-larder and larder-to-base/wall configurations. These units will help maximise the space available in a corner, with the option of standard shelves or Kessebohmer Le Mans pull-out storage.

In addition, there will be a new diagonal corner larder unit which opens out to provide a substantial amount of storage space, including a full height wine rack.

Please see section 4 of the Sheraton Product Directory for more information, prices and range availability.

**NEW APPLIANCE HOUSING**
A number of new appliance housings are being introduced from 27 June, providing you with even more options to plan integrated appliances. More information can be found in section 5 of the Sheraton Product Directory.
**New sinks and taps**

A selection of new taps, along with a new Schock sink and tap colour will be available to order from 27 June 2016.

Neptune Grey 1.5 Bowl

Neptune Grey 1.0 Bowl

U Neck Single Lever

Linear Twin Lever

Arena Pull Down

Triton Tap Grey

**New square pilaster**

A new, contemporary square base pilaster will be available from 27 June 2016. This simple, yet effective accessory is perfect for use on island units and is an alternative to the more traditional-turned pilaster currently available. This can be used with all painted ranges and is supplied in either a matt or woodgrain finish and in all painted colour options.
New accessories

A new range of oak accessories will be available in June, with one-piece options to suit drawers from 300mm-1000mm wide. This replaces the current modular system.

Also available will be additional slot-in items, such as a knife block, spice jars and foil/cling film dispensers.

Please see section 17 of the Sheraton Product Directory for more details.

Illuminating new lighting

Our lighting offer is being improved to include new Sirius LED lighting, such as the square, flat under-cupboard light, smaller, square and circular under-cupboard lights, and diffused floating shelf and corner shelf, along with a system that allows the user to remotely dim lights, either by remote control or by using their iPad/iPhone.

Please see section 17 of the Sheraton Product Directory for more details.

CURVED MIRRORED PLINTH

From 27 June, internal and external curved mirrored plinths will be available. Please see Section 16 of the new Sheraton Product Directory for details.

IMPROVED MFC ADD-ON PANEL EDGING

We are also improving the quality of the edging on all MFC add-on panels, with 1.3mm edging to be applied. For new codes, please see Section 16 of the new Sheraton Product Directory for details.
22mm THICK LAMINATE WORKTOPS

In response to changes in worktop trends, we’re pleased to announce the availability of 22mm thick Duropal worktops. These are available in all colours (except discontinued colours – see page 19) and work particularly well with modern and contemporary kitchen designs. These polypropylene-edged worktops are available in all the current lengths in both straight and curved options.

A total of nine new colours and patterns are also being introduced into our worktop offer, available in 40mm Quadra, 22mm and 40mm straight edged and curved profiles.

Alhambra  Ipanema Grey  Platon

Ponderosa Pine  Rabac  Sonoma Oak

Statuario Venato  Tivoli  Travertine Stone
11 new handles

A total of 11 new modern and traditional handles will be available from 27 June 2016. Please see below for details.

*Indicates the handle suite is fitted horizontally.
For details of discontinued handles, please see page 19.

Suite 711 & 712* Brushed Bar with Sculptured Feet

Suite 713 & 714* Brushed Square Handle with Curved Underside

Suite 715 & 716* Chrome and White D Handle

Suite 717 & 718* - Black Chrome Teardrop End D Handle

Suite 719 & 720* Brushed Steel D Handle with Splayed Feet

Suite 721 & 722* Brushed Steel D Handle with Small Feet

Suite 723 & 724* Pewter D Handle with Feet

Suite 725 & 726* Square Waisted Iron D Handle

Suite 727 & 728* Iron D Handle with Square Feet

Suite 729 & 730* Pewter Angled D Handle

Suite 731 Suite Polished Nickel Ribbed Knob
New marketing materials

We’re always looking at ways to help you promote our kitchens. With that in mind, we’ve made some fresh updates to our brochures. For a start, we’ve extended the design feature section to highlight the new cabinet spec and craftsmanship – which in turn, enhances the look and feel.

We’ve also got brand new inspiration pages for 2016 to highlight the coming trends – for most customers, adding the finishing touches is a real highlight. In addition, we’ve added a new section that gives customers food for thought when it comes to extending their kitchen cabinets into the utility room. Finally, we’ve made the brochures more compact this time round whilst still retaining the detail and large, inspiring imagery. We hope you approve.
Discontinuations

The following items will be discontinued from the Sheraton offer from 27 June 2016 and are available whilst stocks last. Please check availability with the sales office before placing an order for these items.

HANDLES

LTVERONA Over cabinet lights
LTASTI Over cabinet lights
LTPLED & LTPLED Silver coloured plinth lights
LTPLED Stainless steel coloured plinth lights
LTEDGE60 & 90 LED Edge lit glass shelves

UNITS

Tambour dresser units (both medium and tall heights)
Available whilst stocks last. Please check with the sales office before placing an order for these items.

WORKTOPS

All 60mm Polypropylene edged worktops (straight and curved), in all colours will be discontinued.

The following colours will also be discontinued in all thicknesses:

Black Brazil Gloss
Black Myriade
White Beech Parquet
Brown Sahara
Natural Messina

LIGHTING

LTVERONA Over cabinet lights
LTASTI Over cabinet lights
LTPLED & LTPLED Silver coloured plinth lights
LTPLEDM Stainless steel coloured plinth lights
LTEDGE60 & 90 LED Edge lit glass shelves

DRAWER BOX ACCESSORIES

Due to the introduction of a new range of drawer box accessories, the following will be discontinued:

Standard drawers:
CUTDIVOK10
CUTDIVOK20
CUTDIVOK35
CUTOKKB
CUTDIVOK40
CUTIN40OK
CUTINS00K
CUTMPANOK

In-Frame drawers:
CUTDIVOK10
CUTIF300OK
CUTOKKB
CUTIF400OK
CUTDIVOK20
CUTDIVOK35
CUTDIVOK40
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For further information please contact:
The Customer Service Department, Sheraton Kitchens, Omega Boulevard, Capitol Park, Thorne, Doncaster DN8 5TX
Tel: 01405 743322  |  Fax: 01405 743330  |  sheratonkitchens.co.uk